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CHAPTER I

EARLY - UNITED STATES INTEREST IN.TEXAS •

French, sovereignty over the area now known as Texas had 

been replaced by Spanish rule for more than a century when the 

United States turned her eyes westward and gazed upon Texas• 

Several filibustering expeditions into Texas were one result 

of American interest in the neighboring province of New Spain, 

but it was not until the era of the empresarib.that this 

interest assumed proportions which were to affect the histories 

of three nations'some"twenty-five years later. In the year 

that the Mexican eagle, supplanted the Spanish flag a Connecticut 

Yankee inaugurated the process of the American colonization of 

Texas which led eventually to the Lone Star Republic and requests 

for admission into the Union as a state.

Twenty years before the establishment of the empresario 

system Mthe Anglo-American movement into Texas began with a 

series of invasions, the first of which was organized at 

Natchez [Mississippi] in 1800 by Philip N o l a n . I n  October 

of that year he led a party of twenty-one on what was 

ostensibly a hunt for wild horses into the Spanish province of 

Texas, which was then a part of New Spain, as far as the 

Brazos River. In the spring of the following year Nolan was 

killed and his men were captured by a Spanish force sent out

^George P. Garrison, Westward Extension. 1841-1850, p. 23.
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from Nacogdoches for that express, purpose. One of the party 

was hanged, some were imprisoned, and some escaped.: A more 

serious invasion occurred in 1812 when a force, sometimes 

numbering 3,000, including some 850 Anglo-Americans* led by , 

Bernardo Gutierrez-; de Lara and Augustus Magee captured La . : . 

Bahfa (Goliad) in October and Bexar (San Antonio) on March 

29, 1813. The filibusterers managed to hold their positions 

for a: time but were ultimately.defeated and dispersed by - 

Spanish troops the following August.^ _

Dissatisfaction in the lower Mississippi:Valley with the 

terms of the. Adams-Onfs Treaty in 1819 led to a third expedition 

that:year.3 James Long led a;band of about .300 men into Texas 

and captured Nacogdoches, formed a provisional government, and 

proclaimed an independent republic.̂  The shadowy republic was 

short-lived, however, for Long’s band melted before an advancing 

force of Spaniards. - A second attempt by,long two years later r 

was even more disastrous,;for the Mexicans took him to Mexico: 
City and shot him. ; ' ' t. ; .

1 ' More peaceful efforts to pry Texas loose from the Spanish

.. gGarrison, op. cit.. u p. 23. 24.and George L. Rives, The ,
United States and Mexico. I, p. 122.

■ r/ . 9By the terms of this treaty with Spain, signed.February 
22, 1819, the United States relinquished all claims to Texas she 
might have possessed by the purchase of Louisiana in return for 
the Spanish cession of the Floridas. v' .. L. . .* • ’ • . • . . . • ' r

^Garrison, op. cit., pp. 24, 25.
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grasp :"began in 1820 when a Connecticut farmer named Hoses. 

Austin, who had lived for. some.time in Missouri, set out for 

Bexar in IJoveiaber to secure a. grant of land upon which he - 

proposed' to settle-Americans• He arrived in Bexar December 23, 

1820, and unfolded his plan to Governor Hartfnez:. Austin was, 

he said, a Catholic, a former subject of the King of Spain, 

and wished to settle his own and 300 other American families; 

in Texas. The Governor*s answer was an order for Austin to 

get out of the province as soon as he could. ' 1 ;

On his way.; back to his lodgings - the disillusioned Austin- 

chanced, to meet an old friend, the Baron de Bastrop, who. 

promised to intercede in Austin*s behalf with the Governor*
A - second"interview between - the Governor and Austin followed 

and after three, days’ deliberation Uartinez- agreed to forward 

the application to the commandant general of the Eastern 

Interior Provinces, Joaquin de Arredondo, with a recommendation 

for approval. January 17, 1821, the authorities directed that 
Austin might settle his colony in Texas providing they were 

Louisiana families, of good character, professed the Roman 
Catholic religion, and swore allegiance to the King of Spain.5

^Hubert H. Bancroft, History of Mexico. V, p . 153 and 
Rives, on. cit., p. 132 say this approval was granted by a 
viceregal decree of January 17* 1821. Eugene C.Barker, ed., 
The Austin Papers, II, Part I, p. 399 and other authors, 
however, state that this approval was granted by the provincial 
deputation of the Eastern Interior Provinces.
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Presuming that the settlers would become steadfast and loyal 

Spanish subjects, the authorities, saw Austin's plan as the 

means to colonize a thinly populated.area and thus create a 

barrier between New Spain and the United States and also to 

counter the power of the Indians in the region.

Austin returned to the United States to await action on 

his application and sometime in April.or May of 1881 he received 

notification of its approval. The age of the empresario was 

born, but Austin never lived to see.his dream fulfilled, for 

on June 10, 1821, he died, leaving to his son Stephen the burden 

of carrying out his plans. ;

Unaware of his father's death, Stephen:left:New Orleans 

June 18 bound'for Natchitoches, from"where he and his father 

had originally planned to travel to Texas to select the site 

of their colony. After learning of the death of his father, 

Stephen journeyed on to Bexar• Governor Martfnez. recognized 

Austin as heir to his father's grant and gave him permission 
to explore the lands on.the Colorado:River. -While in Bexar 

Austin drew up tentative plans for establishing his colony and 

Martinez agreed that until local administration could be 

organized the immigrants were to be governed by Austin.

■ Upon returning to the United States, Austin published

notices of his colonization plans.in newspapers in the

Mississippi Valley. The notices stated that.settlers must
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take the Spanish oath of allegiance, pay Austin twelve and a 

half cents per.acre, and settle and cultivate a part of their 

land "by January, 1823.6 By December, 1821, Austin had returned 

to Texas with the first of the Anglo-American settlers:. He 

went again to Bexar in March, 1822, only to discover that 

Martinez:, had acted without authority in recognizing Stephen 

as heir to his father’s grants Mexico had also thrown off the 

Spanish yoke the year before and as the new government was 

considering a new colonization policy for Texas, Martinez, 

advised-Austin to go to Mexico City to get his grant confirmed. 

. Austin arrived in the Ilexican capital April "29, 1822, at 
a most-unpropitious' time. Shortly after his arrival Agustin de 

Iturbide became emperor and dissolved the congress, which had 

been considering among the subjects before it a Mexican 

colonization law.- Discussion of this act was continued in 

November by the Junta Instituyente and on January 4, 1823, the = 

Imperial Colonization Act was passed. After a declaration 

that the government would protect the liberty, property, and 

civil rights of all foreigners who were Catholic, the act 

provided for the distribution of lands, through the agency of 

empresarios. Colonists whose occupation was farming were to 

receive at least one labor (about 177 acres); those whose

^Eugene C . Barker. Texas Historv. p. 69.
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occupation was stock raising were to receive at least one 

sitio (about 4,428 acres). An empresario who had, established 

200 families within the prescribed limit-of twelve years was 

to receive fifteen sitios and two labores. Importation of 

slaves was not prohibited,but if imported, they were not to 

be sold and their children were to be free.?

Ten days after passage of this act the council of state 

approved the issuance of a grant to Austin and on February 18 

an imperial decree provided that one labor or one square 

league(sitio) would be. granted to each of 300 MLouisianaM - 

families, who had to prove that they were Roman Catholics'.* 8  *' 

March 18 Iturbide abdicated in the face of republican ' 

opposition. On April 11 Congress suspended the Imperial . 

Colonization Act but authorized the “Supreme Executive PoT;erH' 

to confirm Austin's grant.9 A day less than a year after he ■; 

entered Mexico City Austin set out on the return trip to Texas.

:To replace the suspended Imperial Colonization Act the 

Mexican Congress .passed the National Colonization Act of 

August-18, 1824. • A little more than a month earlier Congress 

had prohibited the slave trade in the Republic of Mexico. The ‘

..7Rives, on. clt.. p. 139. ..... ... ..... ..........

8Ibid.. p. 141.

^Barker. Texas History, p. .73. Austin was, therefore, the 
only person to receive a contract under the terms of the Imperial 
Colonization Act.
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new colonization act laid down general rules for colonization 

and delegated to the state legislatures the power to fill in 

the 'details. The bill was curiously silent, however, on 

slavery. . :

March 24, 1825, the Law of Colonization of the State of 

Coahulla and Texas established the rules for colonizing within 

the state. Colonists were to be Catholic and Mmust prove, by 

certificate from the authorities of the place from whence they 

came, that they are C h r i s t i a n s Empresarios planning to 

bring into the state 100. or more families were authorized to 

present such projects to the state government. For each 100 

families introduced the empresario was to receive five sitips 

(22,140 acres) of grazing land and five .labores (886 acres) . 

of arable land. Regarding slavery, Article Forty-six said "the 

new settlers shall subject themselves to the laws that are now, 

and shall be hereafter established on the s u b j e c t . T h e  

settlers were to'pay to the state' $30 for each sltio of ~ ; 

pasture land, $2.50 for each labor of non—irrigable land, and 

$3.50 for each labor of irrigable land. One-third of the total 

amount was due at the end of the fourth year with another third 

due at the end of the fifth year and.the final payment due at 10 *

10Ibid.. p. 75.

H R i v e s , op. cit.. pp. 146, 147.
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the end of the sixth year.12 13 . . - , , •

. Austin1s generous grant and the success of his colony

led others to seek concessions.

A s vearly as April 1 5, 1825, two contracts were , 
entered into, for four hundred and eight hundred 
families respectively, which formed the basis of 
what were later known as De Witt's Colony and 
Robertson's Colony. These adjoined on opposite 
sides, the district within which Austin's 
immigrants had settled.13

Other contracts issued in 1825 called for the introduction of 

2,641 families. In 1826 contracts authorized the entrance of 

1,700, while . for . sue ceeding years; p the figures were: • 100 in 1827; 

800 in 1828; 850 in 1829; 800 in 1830; 600 i n -1831;, and 1,450 : 

in 1832. Hot all of these contracts, v/ere fulfilled, however. ,.

Some of the more successful.emnresarios, besides Austin, De.Witt
- ..  ̂ 1

and Robertson, were De Leon, LIcLlullen and UcGloin, Milan,

Zavala, ,Burnet, and Vehlein. (for the Galveston Bay and Texas: 

Land Company) .14r . . y

A contract issued in April, 1825, granted Hayden Edwards 

land, for a colony of 800 families near Hacogdoches. A dispute 

arising from the cancellation of his contract led Edwards to 

action which for a time threatened the tranquility of all the 

Texas colonists. On December 16, 1826, Edwards and his brother

12Barker. Texas Historv. p. 88.

13Rives, on. cit., p. 147.

1^Barker, Texas History, p. 90.
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led some 200 men in the seizure of Nacogdoches and proclaimed 

the Republic of Fredonia.15 Edwards confidently expected 

Austin’s colony to rally to his cause, but when the settlers 

clung steadfastly to their Llexican-allegiance, the republic 

collapsed for lack of support.'

In the United States President Adams, still nursing his 

displeasure over the abandonment of the claims of the United 

States"to'Texas, on March 15, 1827, instructed the American 

minister to Mexico, Joel Poinsett, to offer $1,000,000 for Texas. 

Mexico promptly refused the offer. Despite manifestations on. 

the part of the United States to include Texas within her borders, 

Mexico still allowed Americans to enter Texas and by 1828 there 

were some 12,000 Americans settled on the fertile lands of the 

province.16 "Austin’s colony at this time (August, 1828) 

contains about 3,000 inhabitants and is flourishing" was the 

report from an article written at that time.17

Shortly after he became President, Andrew Jackson sent a 

memorandum to his Secretary of State, Martin Van Buren, "on

l^Cyrus T. Brady. The Conquest of the Southwest, p. 34 
says the republic was proclaimed December 16, while Ray A.
Billington. Westward Expansion, p. 491‘merely says Nacogdoches 
was entered that date. Nathaniel W. Stephenson, Texas and the 
Mexican War, p. 15 and Rives, op. cit,, p. 191 say the republic 
was not proclaimed until December 21.

l^Garrison, op. cit.. p. 26.
l^Barker, Texas History, p. 118. The article was quoted 

from an undated clipping from * the Galveston News and may be found 
in the Austin Papers of the University of Texas, Austin, Texas.
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August 13, 1839, instructing him to direct Minister Poinsett 

to offer as much as $5,000,000 for. all of Texas and a 

proportionately decreasing amount if the area were decreased. 

Mexico, however, would have no more to do with this offer than 

with Adams1 and declined it. American efforts to buy Texas, 

were continued by Poinsett*s successor, Anttyony Butler, who 

during his entire stay in Mexico was involved in one ill-timed 

plan after another to buy the area. On the back of a letter 

from Butler outlining .one of his madcap plans to seize Texas 

Jackson wrote a notation that the author was a scamp.

The constitution of Coahuila and Texas,:adopted March 11, 

1837 after nearly ^hree years of deliberation, contained a 

provision that thereafter no one should be born a slave within 

the-state and prohibited the introduction of slaves after a 

period of six months. The colonists'ignored this limitation 

as easily as they■ had ignored the prerequisite of becoming 

Catholic-before taking up their lands, and settlers poured into 

Texas. - "By 1.830 it is estimated that there were twenty- 

thousand Americans in Texas."18 In 1831 it was reported that 

"Austin’s colony has now . . . upwards of six thousand 

inhabitants, principally North Americans, and some English, 

Irish, and Germans."-1-9

l^Rives, on. cit., p. 183. and Brady, on. cit.. p. 32. 

l^Barker, Texas History, p. 127.
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The possible effects of President Guerrero's decree of 

September 15, 1829, abolishing slavery throughout the; Republic 

of Mexico, prompted the Texans to protest that this was a 

violation of promises made them when they were invited'to'.come 

to Texas. Accordingly, December 2, 1829, Guerrero notified 

the governor of Texas that that province would be excluded 

from his decree. Colonial affairs resumed their peaceful status 

until the Mexican Congress on April 6, 1 8 3 0 , passed a law 

which forbade the importation of slaves into Mexico, suspended 

the grants to the colonists, and halted the tide, of emigration 

from the United States. Provision, v/as made in the act for the 

military occupation of the country to enforce it.20: Upon . 

receipt of the news of this act in Texas, friction between the. 

colonists and the Mexican government began to grow.

Evidence of the. growth'of this friction was shown by an .. 

uprising in M a y , .1832, in the course of which all Mexican 

forces except the "inoffensive little troop £sicj •_ at Bexar" 

were.:expelled from.Texas .* 2-l The colonists then met in. 

convention at San Felipe de Austin October 1, 1832, to discuss 

the various matters of irritation between themselves and the 

Mexican authorities. "The convention repudiated the idea that

20Garrison, op. cit., p. 27 and Brady, op. cit,;■p. 41.

2lRives, op. cit.. p. 214.
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Texas was seeking independence from M e x i c o . A  petition 

requesting that Texas be granted separate statehood within the 

republic2^ v/as drawn up '.and plans were made for preparing a 

constitution. The petition met a flat refusal by the Mexican 

government, which had no desire to erect on its border a strong 

and well-organized state filled with foreigners Mwho were 

hostile, by all their traditions, to the ideals and aspirations 

of the Mexican people.

By 1835 every department of Mexico except Texas had 

succumbed to the tidal wave of centralization pushed by Santa 

Anna. The opposition to efforts to force Texas into conforming 

with the rest of the Mexican states was at first only opposition 

to the Centralists, as Santa Anna's party was called. In 1836, 

however, this opposition changed rapidly into a struggle for 

complete independence when it was realized that that was the only 

alternative to dictatorship under Santa Anna. "By 1836 the 

'Anglo-American1 population east of the Nueces was approximately 

30,000, plus some 5,000 Negro slaves."22 * * 25 These 30,000 were

22Brady, op. clt., p. 45.

S^Texas at the time was combined with Coahuila into one 
large state called Coahuila and Texas. Although Texas was the 
larger of the two parts, she was forced to send her two delegates 
to the state legislature in the state capital, a fact which 
greatly irritated the Texans.

2^Rives, op. cit., p. 225.

25Samuel F. Bemis, A Diplomatic History of the United States, 
p. 218 and Brady, op. cit., p. 89.
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thus arrayed against a nation of some 7,000,000 inhabitants in 

a struggle for their independence.. ■ 1; v

The Texan Declaration of Independence v/as followed im 

rapid succession by battles at the Alamo in San .Antonio and , 

Goliad and the final victory over Santa Anna on the fields of 

San Jacinto' on April 21, 1836. The Texans had hardly won their 

independence, however, when they turned to the United States 

and asked admission as a state. Then began the decade-long 

battle of words on this controversial-question which further 

and more clearly delineated the differences among the sections 

of the United States and with which the remainder of this thesis 
will deal. v ; %



CHAPTER II

REJECTION AND WITHDRAWAL OF THE FIRST ANNEXATION OFFER

Before Texas could ask for admission into the Union she 

had first to seek recognition of her status as an independent 

nation. Even before this question could be settled, however, 

people in the various sections of the United States began 

forming opinions on the forthcoming request for admission into 

the Union* Less than two months after the battle of San Jacinto 

'the Natchez- Daily Courier. a-Y/hig journal, said the 11 * acquisition 

of Texas would^give the South an equality in the Union by which 

she could maintain her rights and meet the North upon fair - 

grounds, 1 - r r - :, _ . r..
John C. Calhoun was most aggressive in support of Texas, 

advocating not only the immediate recognition of Texas by the 

United.States but also simultaneous admission into the Union. 

April 5, 1836, he gave a dinner party for the Texas commissioners 

to the United States and many of the ablest members of both 
houses of Congress to stir up enthusiasm for his cause. 

Foreshadowing the position he was to take when he later became 

Secretary of State and guided the annexation project to a, 

successful conclusion, Calhoun saw an independent Texas as a 

center for foreign intrigues dangerous to the United States

r " -krames E. Wins ton, "Texas Annexation Sentiment in Mississippi, 
1835-1844," Southwestern Historical Quarterly. XXHI, no. 1,
(July, 1919), pp. 2, 3. . , r ■: '/ •
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and that annexation would forestall such intrigues.

- John Quincy Adams took an opposite view of the'matter and 

"no invective was too strong, no vituperation too bitter, and 

no constitutional construction too strained for his opposition 

t o .the matter."2 ; • ■ :•:

; While/Adams was limbering up for the coming fight, the 

Texans, marched to the polls in September, 1836, and cast 3,277 

ballots for a proposition favoring annexation.to the. United - 

States, while only ninety-one voted against the measure. Inr 

commenting on this fact in his.annual message to. the legislature 

of South Carolina, Governor George McDuffie, told the legislators 

that Congress ought not even to consider such a proposition, 
because, it would involve the United States in the war between 

Texas and Mexico• To escape such a fate the Governor declared 

that annexation must wait until Mexico herself had recognized 

the independence of Texas

President Jackson in his annual message to Congress on 

December 21, 1836, placed the problems of recognition and 

annexation in the congressional lap. He said he did so in view 

of the generally expressed doubt that Texas could maintain her

2Z. T. Fulmore, "Annexation of Texas and the Mexican War," 
The Quarterly of the Texas State Historical Association. V, no. 
1, (July, 1901), p. 31. ~  ~  ~

% i l e s ' National Register. LI, p. 229. Hereafter referred 
to as Niles.
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independence in the face of an imminent Mexican invasion and 

because of his fear - that imprudence of premature actions might 

offend Mexico and give her the impression that the United States 

stood on Texas* side in the dispute. He also declared it to be 

his desire to avoid suspicion that the whole affair was a scheme 

of aggrandizement on the part of the United States.

Adams v/as surprised by the presidential attitude and his 

diary entry of December 22 "reflected his feelings when he remarked 

that the tone and spirit of the President’s message surprised 

not only himself but a large number of the other Representatives• 

It “discourages any precipitate recognition of Texas, and speaks 

with due caution and reserve of its annexation to the United
States.

Early in 1837 Dr. William E. Channing wrote a lengthy 

letter to Henry Clay giving very pointed opposition to any 

proposition for annexing Texas. Although Texas had been free 

of Mexican rule for nearly a year, Dr. Channing declared “we 

have a strong argument against annexing Texas to the United 

States, in the Criminality ĵ sicj of the revolt which threatens 

to sever that country from Mexico.” Predicting dire things 
for the future, Channing continued by saying “by this act our

4Allari Nevins
474. : '--v,':

ed., Diary of John Quincy Adams. 1794-1845.
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country will enter on a career of encroachment, war, and crime,

and will, merit and incur the punishment and woe of aggravated

wrong doing . . ♦ . I t  will darken our future history.” Arriving
finally at the basis for his opposition, the -doctor said::

V': X proceed'now to a consideration of what is to me
the strongest argument against annexing Texas . . . .
This measure will extend and perpetuate slavery . . . .
It is fitted and still more intended to. do so . . .  .

' Texas, smitten with slavery, will spread the
infliction beyond herself . . . .  I ask, whether as 
a people, we can stand forth in the sight of nations,  ̂
and adopt this atrocious policy? Sooner perishl 
Sooner be our name blotted out from the record of 
nationsl

He concluded by saying he would rather see poverty, pestilence, 

famine, or war come to the United States than let slavery spread.

Opposition to Texas' joining the Union came from 

southerners as well as northerners, but for a different reason.

A. B. Longs tree t of Georgia wrote llirabeau Lamar sometime in'

1837 to say that since the North and Northwest must dominate

the South and Southeast, Texas would be better off outside the 

Union. He predicted civil war and said Texas could avoid the 

M* throes & jjaicj convulsions, as wall as the final catastrophe1111 

by remaining independent,.^ He told Lamar that Texas would find

^William E. Cbanning, Letter to the Hon. Henry Clay, on the 
Annexation of Texas to the U . S . . pp. 6-37.

^Elizabeth H. West, MSouthern Opposition to the Annexation 
of "Texas.11'Southwestern Historical Quarterly. XVIII, no. 1, (July, 
1914), p. 76. Author West states that Longstreet wrote to 
President Lamar. Lamar could not have been President of Texas 
at that time as he did not take office until December, 1838.
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" ’many distracted states petitioning to be let into your 

confederacy.’"7

: While opposition to both recognition and annexation

continued to spread, Congress took up the former. January 11, 

1837, Senator Robert J. Walker of Mississippi' introduced a 

resolution calling for American recognition of the independence 

of Texas. .As he did not press his measure, it slumbered on the 

Senate calendar. In an Interview on February 15 with W. H. 

Wharton, Texan minister to Washington, Jackson suggested that 

"1 Texas must claim the Californias. The fishing interests of 

the North and East wish a harbour on the Pacific.”*® If Texas 

claimed California, Jackson reasoned that both North and East 

would quickly forget their fears of the spread of slavery with 

the prospect.of such an,alluring acquisition..

.. When . the Civil and ;Diplomatic Appropriations Bill was 

submitted to the House-February 28, 1837, Waddy Thompson of 

South .Carolina offered an- amendment authorizing the President 

to send a- diplomatic agent to Texas whenever he was convinced 

that Texas was independent and that it was expedient to appoint 

such minister. The bill as amended passed, by a vote of 121 to 

76 and was sent to the Senate. After defeating Walker's bill 

24-14 on March 2, the Senate on the next day passed the Civil

7Ibid.

®Marquis James, Andrew Jackson, Portrait of a President, 
p • 424 •
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and Diplomatic Appropriations'Bill■and sent it to the President. 

March. 3, just a few hours before his term expired, Jackson 

appointed Alcee la Branche as charg^ d*affairs for Texas and 

drank a toast with the Texan, commissioners to celebrate the 
happy'event. . : . v_

Withl the question of recognition settled, Texas' enemies 

could now turn their attention to the question of annexation.

One of the most pronounced opponents was Daniel Webster of" 

Massachusetts. Speaking to a group gathered at Niblo's Saloon 

in New York on March 15, Webster said "I see objections, X  think 

insurmountable objections, to the annexation of Texas to the 

United States.M He pointed out that the acquisitions of 

Louisiana and Florida could be justified on grounds of pressing 

necessity. Since the addition of Texas would not, in his 

opinion, increase the benefits of the territory already 

possessed by the United States,•Webster'could see no reason for 

extending the nation's borders. : *

Opposing-annexation for another reason, Webster said Texas 

was destined to be a slave-holding country, and for that reason 

he vowed his opposition to anything which would "extend the 

slavery of the African race on this continent, or add other 

slave-holding States to the Union." In discussing the 

constitutional aspects, of annexation. Webster stated that the
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old states had a right to propose any terms by which a new

state might be added and that'the people o f .the United States

would not consent to the admission of "■

a new, vastly extensive, and slave-holding country, 
large enough for half a dozen or a dozen States.
In my opinion, they ought not to consent to it.
Indeed, I am altogether at a loss to conceive what 
possible benefit any part of this country can 
expect to derive from such annexation.^

In reading what has been said thus far. on annexing Texas

one would suppose that a formal treaty of annexation^had been

submitted by Texas, but such was not the case. Indeed, Texas

did not make a formal offer until August 4, 1837, when ilemucan

Hunt, Texas minister to the United States, proposed to Secretary

of State John Forsyth that a treaty of annexation be negotiated.

After waiting three weeks to consider the matter, Forsyth

replied on August 25.:...

•The inducements mentioned ♦ . . ;for the United- 
States ' to annex Texas . . . are duly appreciated; 
but powerful and weighty as certainly they.are, 
they, are light when opposed in the scale of 
reason to treaty obligations and: respect for 
that integrity of character by which the United 
States have sought to distinguish themselves.

Annexation had been turned down in: terms "too positive to admit * •

^Daniel V/ebster, The Writings and Speeches of Daniel 
Webster, II, pp. 205, 206, ' .

• .10j , M . Morphis, History of Texas, p. 370.
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of its being pushed further.*^

Although Texas did not withdraw her offer after this, 

rebuff, there was no further move by either nation until Senator 

William C. Preston of South Carolina introduced a resolution 

January 4, 1838, authorizing the President to take the steps 

necessary to conclude a tripartite treaty between Texas, the 

United States, and Mexico which would secure the annexation of 

Texas. His attempt to sway the Senators by reasoning that such 

a treaty would remove all difficulties betv/een the three nations 

failed, as the Senate tabled the measure, 24 to 14.

Following this newest defeat for annexation, Joseph Riddle, 

a Mississippi' lawyer, wrote to President Lamar of Texas stating 

his reasons for opposing the annexation of Texas.

possessing within yourselves all the Essential 
Elements of National greatness, the single Star 
of Texas,- may not be eclipsed by being thrown: . .
among the 26 of this confederacy, until we return 
to a.rigid adherence to the letter & spirit of 
our constitution, or the ambition & reckless, 
cupidity and fanaticism of our Northern allies 
not Brethem in their folly shall have caused 
a severance of - the Union, then and not till will 
it be to the permanent advantage of Texas to 
become a part of this Confederacy..* 12

Matters came to a head in Congress in the middle of June

•^•George P. Garrison, Westward Extension, p. 92. Van Buren 
feared any immediate pressing of the question because he would be 
forced to take one side or the other and thus lose strength in. 
the approaching mid-term congressional'elections.

i^West, op, cit., p. 77.
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when a resolution was introduced in the House to recommit a 

report on Texas to which two amendments were added. One, 

offered by. Waddy Thompson, ordered the committee to report a 

joint resolution directing the President to take the necessary 

steps to annex Texas as soon as it could be consistently done 

with treaty stipulations. Adams offered an amendment calling 

for a report stating that the power to annex a foreign state . 

was not delegated to Congress or to any other department of the 

government by the Constitution and that any attempt by Congress 

to do so should be resisted and annuled by the."free people of 

the '.Union.'A? That done,, Adams thereupon, began a . f ilibus ter on 

June 16 to prevent the bill from being voted upon. He conducted 

his filibuster until July 7 when Congress adjourned and the bill 

died. •

Months before the new Congress was to convene some 

northern newspapers carried editorials which said there was a

.. * fixed ,de termination.,.. . . in the southern and... ......
southwestern parts of the Union, to .involve us 
in the war-between Mexico and her rebel subjects. . 
in Texas, for the purpose of adding that province 
to our already: too extended and cumbrous country.
Such a measure ought to be vigorously opposed,
.for it would involve us in. a war with Mexico, .
would give great political preponderance to the 

' slave-holding States, and would endanger, the 
' - . . . : . - - .

-*-3John B. McMaster, A History of the People of the United 
States. VI, p. 462..
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safety of the Union..114

Realizing that the tide was running against annexation,, 

the Texas Congress voted to formally withdraw its rejected 

offer and end the ridiculous situation of having its proposal 

pending more than a year after its rejection. News of the 

action of the Texas Congress reached Washington long before the 

courier bearing the official withdrawal order. Daniel Webster, 

writing to Nicholas Biddle on September 10, 1838, was happy 

over the move by Texas and declared Mthe decision of the 

Government of Texas to withdraw its application for a union, 

with the United States is, in my judgment, an event eminently 

favorable to both c o u n t r i e s . O c t o b e r  12, 1838, Texas 

officially withdrew her offer to join herself to the United 

States, and the question.ceased to attract the attention it 

had previously "merited. The subject was not again: broached in 

official circles until 1842.. 14

14McUaster, op. cit,. p. 470, as summarized by him from, 
the pages of the August 11 through August 25, 1838, issues of 
the Liberator, which quoted extracts from the following northern 
journals: Massachusetts Snv. Bos ton Atlas. New York Evening Post. 
Montrose Spectator. Harrisburg Telegraph. Buffalo Spectator. 
Portland Courier, and Lowell Journal..

ISy/ebster. op. cit.. XVT, p* 300..



CHAPTER III 

ANNEXATION REVIVED

While annexation as a subject-for-official consideration; 

lay dormant, it was certainly not a dead letter in the minds, of 

some people. The new President, John Tyler, whom-his enemies, 

derisively called "His Accidency,*1 * 3 turned his attention to the. 

subject soon after his accession. In a letter to his Secretary 

of State, Daniel Webster, Tyler pointed out the possibility of 

acquiring Texas by treaty and declared his belief in the chances 

of its being accomplished. Thinking also of the fame which would 

come to the. treaty’s negotiators, which Smith says was a "primary 

motive at this time," Tyler asked "* could the north be 

reconciled to it would anything throw so bright a lustre around 

u s ? ' , -

Members of Congress friendly to Texas called on Tyler and 

urged him to act, "suggesting the designs of the British - 

government,"3 and advising him that annexation would make him; 
"omnipotent in the South and Southwest."4 Another point in 

favor of annexation, was Tyler's belief that he saw a chance to 

embarrass both.Clay and Van Buren, since their supporters would ,

-LTyler became eleventh president upon the death of 
President William Henry Harrison, April 4, 1841*

^Justin H. Smith, The Annexation of Texas, p. 103.

3H . Yoakum, History of Texas. II,* p . 407. ...

4Smith, op. cit., p. 104.
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split over the question. The Nev/ Orleans Courier remarked that 

it would add much to the President’s popularity if he were to 

add Texas to the Union.5 * '.

In a speech at Braintree, Massachusetts, on September-17, 

1842, John Quincy Adams made a broad indictment of both Jackson’s 

and Tyler’s 'administrations, declaring that the dismemberment 

of Mexico and the acquisition by the United States of all lands 

north and West of the Rio Grande had been a "gigantic and 

darling" project of Andrew Jackson since he became President 

and that Jackson thought it so near accomplishment once that he 

had offered the governorship of the territory to a prominent 
citizen of North Carolina. Terming Jackson’s, policy toward 

Mexico as Machiavellian, Adams said Texas was stimulated to 

rebel and declare its independence under the auspicies of'Sam 

Houston, who v/as favored and patronized by Jackson* Adams went - 

on to censure Jackson for his moral support of the-•Texans’ cause 

and reviewed the entire history of the subject to date. He: 

denounced all- of Tyler’s actions since he had become President 

and declared "the object of this prostration of constitution . . • 

was the dismemberment of Mexico, and the annexation of an 

immense portion .of its territory to the slave respresentation
of this union."G.

5Ibid. - /

Guiles, op. cit.. LXIII, r.pp. 137-139.
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Placing the question on moral grounds, the Liberator of 

October 14, 1848, trumpeted ,M it is impossible for any honest 

man to wish success to.Texas. All who sympathize with that 

pseudo republic hate liberty,. fsicV and would dethrone God.'M^

In his diary for November 80, 1848, Adams commented on the
■ 1: .... . ........ .. " ' ......... .......... '

apprehension of a friend over the revived' annexation project,

formal notice of which had been given in newspapers friendly to

the administration. "I look forward to [the project} with alarm

and anguish— not from the power of the South, which can effect

nothing by itself, but from experience of the treachery of the

Northern representation, both to Northern interests and
principles.

The year 1843 opened with a booming broadside in support 

of annexation from ex-governor Thomas W. Gilmer of Virginia when 

he replied to a question from Duff Green concerning his attitude 

toward'immediate annexation. Writing on January 10, Gilmer 

noted Green’s anticipation of opposition to annexing Texas on 

the issue of slavery and said he thought annexation would have 

Mthe-most salutary influence” on slavery. Referring to the 

fears of those who thought annexation would endanger the Union, * 8

^Smith, on. cit., p. 73.. — . . . ...

8Nevins, on. cit.. p. 532. Smith, on. cit.. pp, 133, 134 
mentions the following newspapers as preparing the public for 
the subject of annexation: New Orleans Reoublican. New York 
Tribune. The National Intelligencer. New York Aurora. The 
Madisonian. Cincinnati Herald, and The Old School Democrat of 
St. Louis..
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Gilmer said:

*1 believe it will bring about a better 
understanding of our relative rights and 
obligations . . . .  The institutions of Texas, 
and her relations with other governments* are 
yet in that condition which inclines her people '
(who are our countrymen) to unite their destiny 
with ours. This must be done soon, or not at HITTS
Gilmer’s letter called forth a variety of opinions on its 

views, Senator Thomas H. Benton of Missouri declaring it was 

"a clap of thunder in a clear sky" and that he saw the "finger 

of Mr. Calhoun" in it.AO Representative Aaron V. Brown of 

Tennessee': cut a copy of the letter from the newspaper in which 

it was printed and sent it to Jackson asking for his opinion 

on it. Jackson wrote a long reply to Brown reviewing the 

entire Texas question and giving his reasons for wanting 

immediate annexation. Jackson's letter, written February 12, 

1843, was kept secret by its. recipient and used a year later 

with telling effect in the period before the nominating 

conventions of the major national parties

Another result of the Gilmer letter was the "Address to 

the Free States" authored by Adams and twelve of his colleagues 

in the House on March 3 shortly before the adjournment of the 10

^Horace Greeley, The American Conflict. I, pp. 156, 157.

10Thomas H. Benton, Thirty Years View. II, pp. 581, 582. 

U s e e  chapter IV.

/
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current session of the Twenty-seventh Congress. The "Address*

was a scathing attack on the annexation project and the motives

behind it. Citing the 1836 Texas vote for annexation, Texas'

application for annexation, the tone of the southern press, the

negotiations of the American government, and the resolutions of

the various states and the declarations of members of Congress,

the authors declared that no one could doubt that

ANNEXATION and the formation of several new 
slaveholding states were originally the policy , - - ;■
and design of the slaveholding states and the 
executive of the nation. The same references . 
will show, very conclusively, that the particular 
objects of this new acquisition of slave v  .
territory were the perpetuation of slavery and 
the continued ascendency of the slave power.

'After pointing out recent‘mentions of and effortsito

secure the annexation of Texas both:in and out of Congress and

quoting at length from Gilmer1s letter, the "Address" called on

the people of the "free'! states to speak out against annexation
in a manner not likely to be misunderstood by the people of the

"slave" states or their representatives... • •

. _ " In closing the authors declared not only■ was there no

necessity for annexation, but that no constitutional power was

given any branch of the government to authorize it and that no

act of Congress or treaty of annexation could impose.upon the *
states any obligation to " ■ ... -

receive into their family and fraternity such 
misbegotten and illegitimate progeny.

' We,hesitate.not to say.that annexation, 
effected by any act or proceeding of the federal 
government, or any of its, departments, WOULD BE

I
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IDENTICAL WITH DISSOLUTION. It would be a 
violation of our national compact, its objects, 
designs, and the great elementary .principles . 
which entered into its formation, of a character 
so deep and fundamental, and would be an attempt .
to eternize an institution and a power of nature 
so unjust in themselves, so injurious to the _ . 
interests and abhorrent to the feelings of the 
people of the free states, as, in our opinion, not 
only inevitably to result in.a dissolution of the 
union, but fully to justify it; and .we not only 
assert that the people of the free states "ought 
not to submit to it,11 but we say with confidence, . .
THEY WOULD NOT SUBMIT TO IT. 12

With Gilmer's letter and the "Address to the Free States" 

both appearing within a month of each other, annexation again 

moved to the front as a topic of conversation and occasioned 

much comment on.its relative merits and faults. . Speaking on 

the latter, Webster repeated his opposition to annexation on 

the grounds that it was unconstitutional, would extend the 

national boundaries dangerously far, extend slavery and the 

slave power in Congress, and involve the United States in war 

with Mexico*.*̂ -3

From out of the South came a different sentiment. The 

New Orleans Tropic declared that the Union* s treatment of Texas 

was a crime and that through the folly of the administration 

Texas despaired of ever entering the Union and had turned to 

Britain, the "most dangerous rival" of the United States and 

seemed ready to deliver herself "bound hand and foot" to Great

l%iles, on. cit.. LXIV, pp. 173-175.. 

13Brady, op. cit., p. 153.,
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Britain.14

As the "Address to the Free States" was in reply to his 

January 10 letter, Gilmer felt it necessary to offer a rebuttal, 

and so, on May 15, 1843, The National Intelligencer printed his 

reply. Declaring the "Address" was aimed more at Europe than 

the United States, Gilmer asked what slavery had to do with the 

question. He launched into a long discussion of slavery, pointing 

out that the authors of the "Address" advocated the abolition of 

slavery and opposed annexation because "it would frustrate a 

design, at some time and in some manner to be accomplished, for 

the total abolition of slavery in the United States," a fact 

which Gilmer said violated the constitutional promise to leave 
slavery unmolested.15

With slavery so prominent among the arguments against 

annexation, the Globe on May 24 said there was no doubt that the 

cotton-growing states were eager to join Texas to the Union, but 
not from any wish to extend the slave-holding area. The fear that 

Texas might fall into the hands of England, the desire to prevent 

foreign competition in cotton culture, the nearness of Texas to 

the southern states, and the fact that the Texans came mostly from 

the United States— these were the reasons for southern desires 

for annexation, said the Globe. On May 22 it declared that

l^lcMaster, op. cit., VII, p; 316.

15piies, op. cit;, op. 284, 285.
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Texas had .been driven by;Mour chilling reserve into the embrace 

of England. For this folly,, this crime, the. abolitionists: and
the whole Whig party must answer. 1̂6 , ...

. Curiously enough, while the question'of/slavery was being 

tightly woven:into the annexation:topic, a move began in Texas 

in the spring of 1843 to emancipate the. slaves. The New York 

Journal of Commerce reported in a Hay issue that it had word . 

from private sources that a move was afoot whereby the Texas' 

slaves were to be freed and England was to advance a $5,000,000 

loan to Texas to compensate the owners. Such a move, the paper 

said, would stimulate immigration.to Texas and help England 

make peace between Texas and Mexico. The paper's editor saw 

this event as foreshadowing a similar one in the United States.17

News of the abolition efforts in Texas reached London .where 

the British.and Foreign Anti-Slavery Society was meeting in- 

June. The presiding officer of the meeting said in effect that 

he rejoiced to hear of the prospective abolition of slavery in 

Texas. During the- convention a Hr. Stacy reported to the 

delegates, that a group from;'the Society had called on Lord 

Aberdeen (British Foreign.Secretary) and gotten, a promise from - 

him that "no legitimate means should be spared to effect the 

great object of eliminating, slavery from Texas." 1 8...... ..  * 18

l^HcMaster, op. cit., p . 317. 

l^Smith, on. cit.. pp. Ill, 112.

18Ibid.. pp. 116, 117.
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In the meantime Stephen P. Andrewshad an interview with 

Addington (presumably Henry Addington, permanent Under-Secretary 

of State for Foreign:Affairs), the.results of which were reported 

by Ashbel Smith, Texas.charge*in London, to Duff Green, whom 

Stephenson labeled "a singular American busybody.H-1-9 Green wrote 

at once to Calhoun that Andrews had been sent by Texas . - .

abolitionists to negotiate for liberating Texas’ slaves and that 

Aberdeen, had agreed that the British government would: guarantee, 

the interest on a loan to indemnify the Texas slaveholders.20 

When Green’s letter reached Washington, the President was 

moved to take action. Fears of British designs on Texas prompted 

Tyler to suggest counteracting them by a tripartite treaty by 

means of which Mexico would acknowledge the -independence of Texas 

and cede northern California, including.San Francisco, to the 

United States. „England was to induce Mexico, to recognize Texas, 

help - pay for the cession,.and in return receive.Oregon as far 

south as the Columbia River as her share of the bargain. Mexico

refused to consider the plan, however, and it came to naught.21
• • _ ' ;

The Philadelphia Ledger explained British interest as 

arising from Britain’s 'jealousy of the growing power of the United 

States and her desire to have a source of cotton independent of

^Stephenson, op. cit., p. 136. 

20ijcHaster, op. cit,, p; 318. 

21smith, op. cit.. p. 109.
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the United States and a rival to block American expansion. Texas

would satisfy these desires, said the;• paper; therefore, the

cause of British interest in Texas.22
Writing to Major W. B. Lewis on September 18, 1843, the

aging Jackson raised the question of possible British.military

advantages by her relations with Texas. With his characteristic

disregard for literary refinement Jackson said:

We must regain Texas, peaceably if we can, forcibly 
if we must. Great Britain forming a treaty with 
Texas, offensive and defensive, might obtain the 
right on the event of war with us, or prospect of 
war, to land and organize any: army she ..might .require : 
in her territory; this right obtained, in view of 
war with us, she could have an army of 40,000 men ; 
organised and fully equip, declare war and take 
possession: of Memphis and Baton Rough, before we 
could raise and organise an army to meet them, 
possess herself of ileworleans and reduce all our 
fortifications, and having command of the ocean, 
could keep the country a long time, and it would: 
cost oceans of blood, and millions of mony to 
regain it . . .  . I repeat that the safety, as . ;
well as the perpetuation of our glorious union 
depend upon the retrocession of the ambient v . ■
limits of Louisiana to the U. States*2^

2%cUaster, op. cit.. p. 317.

23john S. Bassett, ed., Correspondence of Andrew Jackson. 
VI, VII, p. 230.,



CHAPTER IV

ANNOUNCEMENT OF THE ANNEXATION TREATY

Capitalizing on the fears of many v/ho thought the British: 

lion was about to pin Texas beneath his. paw, the. Tyler 

administration decided the autumn of 1843 was a proper time, 

for reviving the annexation project and Secretary of State Abel 

P. Upshur sent a letter to Isaac Van Zandt, the Texas charge" to 

the United States, oh October 16, 1843, suggesting that Texas 

propose negotiation.of a treaty. Upshur's suggestion was politely 

but firmly declined, ostensibly because of Texas' fears that 

the treaty would fail in the Senate. Sam Houston, President of 

Texas, aware of the American fears of Britain, was cleverly 

playing on them and sought to make the United States advance 

the annexation project as its own idea.

A week after Upshur's letter Calhoun, then retired to 

private life, wrote Francis Yfaartoh, declaring annexation was 

a question of life and death to the South and that opposition 

to it in the North was due to the fact that people there had 

not sufficiently weighed the consequences of the policy of Great 

Britain and the obligation of all sections of the Union to 

defend the South.

'. .. . 'If w.e: shall have the folly or wickedness to 
permit Great Britain, to plant the lever of her 
power between the United States and Mexico, on •
the northern shore.of the Gulf of Mexico, we give 
her a place to stand -on', from which she can (brave?)
,at pleasure the American continent and control its 
destiny. There is not a vacant:spot left on the
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■: globe, not excepting Cuba, to be seized by her, so 
well calculated to further the boundless schemes 
of her ambition and cupidity. If we should permit 
her to seize on it, v/e shall deserve the execration 
of posterity. Reject the. treaty, and refuse to 
annex Texas, and she will certainly seize on it,
A treaty of alliance commercial and political will 
be forthwith proposed by Texas to her, and I doubt 
not accepted,.'1 "

In Congress Representative Brown suggested to Senator

Benton that he lead the movement for annexing Texas. Benton

flared up and said annexation " ‘as now planned is on the part

of some an intrigue for the presidency and a plot to dissolve

the Union; on the part of others a Texas scrip and land

speculation, and I am against it.‘

Tyler’s noticeable silence on the subject led Webster to

predict that propositions would soon be made in Congress

favorable to annexation. He looked for some move on behalf of

Texas before many more days passed.^ While Webster was .

anticipating some action om Texas, Jackson was warning of the

consequences of again refusing annexation, saying in a letter of

December 15 that the'best interests-of the ■nation, ‘the prosperity

of the Mississippi Valley, and the safety of Hew Orleans required

annexation and that "John Q. Adams with all his vindictive

feelings cannot prevent it." He also predicted that if Texas

.3-Gaillard Hunt, John C. Calhoun, pp. 261, 262.

^Joseph M. Rogers. Thomas Benton, p. 225. 

^Webster, op. cit.. XVI, p. 417,
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twere not. annexed, the entire Y/est would by some means "coerce*

it.4 - : .... v  ̂ . ■ ' ':
While Jackson was sounding this warning, Adams was noting,

in his diary on the same day that Jackson wrote his letter that

Senator John J. Crittendon of Kentucky had left a letter from

Clay on his desk for his perusal. In the letter Clay had said

it was not right for Tyler for selfish reasons to add Texas to

the other exciting topics before the nation and that if the

Whig party in Congress should vote for annexation in a body, it

would destroy the party. Adams recorded that Clay said

H * Texas in Tyler's hands"is a mere firebrand, to be noticed

as little as possible. "Hr. Crittendon concurs with him.1"5

As the year 1844 opened Senator Robert J. Walker of

Mississippi took Gilmer's place of the year before by writing

a letter to the citizens of Kentucky on January 8 in which he

examined the arguments of the opponents of annexation and
attacked them vigorously. While reducing to ashes their

arguments, he cleverly added fuel to the partisans' fire by

pointing out reasons why annexation would benefit not only the

South but the whole nation as well.

among the reasons which induce me to advocate so 
warmly the reannexation of Texas, is the deep 
convistion Qsic] long entertained, that this great

4Bassett._ on. cit.\ p. 249.

5ITevins. on. cit.. p. 560.
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measure is essential to the security of the 
South, the defence of the West, and highly 
conducive to the welfare and perpetuity of 
the whole Union,6

Early in February Walker’s letter was published in the 

Washington Globe and, according to Smith, it served to increase 

further the feeling that something was afoot on the subject and 

that it would soon be presented to Congress,7 His letter 

caused a great deal of discussion throughout the Union. Two 

days after his letter to Kentucky Walker wrote Jackson in a 

confidential tone, saying "’I believe the measure would receive 

the vote of nearly every democrat, in the senate, and many 

whigs, and 1 think would succeed. But delay the measure one 

or two years, and Texas is lost forever.’”8

In a letter to the citizens of Worcester County, Massachusetts, 

on January 23, Webster recited the circumstances surrounding 

the acquisition, of Louisiana and Florida and stated that in 
both treaties by which these territories were acquired it was 

promised that the inhabitants of the subject territories were 

to be erected into states and admitted as soon as possible 

into the United States according to the principles of the

federal constitution. Louisiana and Florida were, therefore, ...

settled cases and as such could not be altered. It did not

6Robert J . Walker. Letter of Mr. Walkerf of Mississippi. 
Relative to the Annexation of Texas, pp. 25, 26*

TSmith. op. cit., p. 145.

^Bassett, op, cit., p. 255.
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follow, he said, that they were to be precedents for the 

annexation of Texas. What had been done on a Mquestionable* 

right and in cases of urgent necessity was not to be construed 

as reason for similar action where no such necessity existed. 

Webster expressed anxiety over how the residents in the northern 

reaches of the Union might be expected to unite harmoniously 

with those residents of the southwest in electing a president.9 

George M. Dallas, soon to be Democratic nominee for vice- 

president, was prompted by Walker's letter on Texas to write 

the author February 5 to express himself on the subject. After 

praising Walker for his Texas pamphlet, Dallas declared "'my 

head has been running on this tonic for some months, and your 

admirable brochure comes to me like manna in the way of starved 

people."'1° ..

• Feeling the time propitious for using Jackson's letter of 

February 12, 1843, the ,annexationists released it for 

publication, changing, however, its date to February 12, 1844, 

to make it appear as the latest word from the hero of Mew. 

Orleans.?--*- In it Jackson, declared that while he was President he

^Webster, on. cit.. pp. 421-423.

10Diles, on. cit.. DCVX, p.. 249..

^ S o m e  doubt exists concerning the exact date of the original 
letter, Bassett, on. cit.. p. 201 dating it February 9 jjL2j, 1843, 
Miles, op. cit.. p. 70 and James Parton> Life of Andrew Jackson. 
Ill, p. 659 date it February 12, 1843,while Greeley, op. cit.. 
p. 158 dates it February 13, 1843. For further information see 
Appendix I.
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learned that the American minister to Spain in 1819 could have

secured the Rio Grande as the western boundary of the Louisiana

purchase but that the matter was transferred' to Washington and

a new treaty was drawn giving the Sabine as the boundary. He

said he had given orders to the minister to Mexico to negotiate

for a retrocession of Texas, but the project failed. He felt

the United States had suffered a great misfortune and that the

surrender of the territory was due in part to the jealousy of

the rising greatness of the South and West. He remarked that

he had often wondered how such an important piece of territory

had been allowed to slip from American hands.
He then went on to point out the dangers to the United

States should Britain use the Northeast boundary dispute as a

cause for war and Texas as a base for operations to incite

slave rebellion in the South and throw the Union into a

disastrous predicament.' ‘
•Hay she not enter into an alliance with Texas, 
and reserving (as she doubtless will) the 
northeastern boundary question as a cause for 
war with us . . . let us suppose that as an ally 
with Texas, we are to fight her. Preparatory to ' 
such a movement, she sends her 20,000 or 30,000 
men to Texas, organizes them on the Sabine, where 
her. supplies and arms can be concentrated before
we have even notice of her intentions; makes a ....... ...
lodgment on the Mississippi, excite the negroes 
to insurrection; the lower country falls, and . 
with it New Orleans; and a servile war rages 
through the whole south,and west.

•In the meanwhile she is also moving an 
army along our western frontier from Canada, 
which, in co-operation with the army from Texas, 
spreads ruin and havoc from the lakes to the 
Gulf of Mexico,
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•Who can es timate the national loss we ..may ; - • ■
sustain "before such a movement could be repelled 
with, such force as we could organize on short 
notice?'12 ■ ' "

While on his way to Washington W. A. Miller, secretary to

the secret Texas legation there,'stopped off at the "Hermitage”

to see Jackson and get a letter of introduction from him. "Old

Hickory” could not resist this added chance to speak out in -

support of his favorite subject, and in the letter he said the

chance to gain Texas must not be thrown away. If it were, ' - -

Texas would ”1 be thrown into the arms of England and be forever

lost to the United States.' ”13.

...  One of the aspirants to succeed Tyler in the White 1 House

was General Joseph Smith, the-Mormon leader , who published a 

pamphlet containing his views on certain prominent questions. 

Regarding Texas, he was of the opinion1 that if Texas asked to be 

admitted, Congress should extend the ”hand of friendship.”

Indeed, the general declared the United States should extend 

the hand' to Mexico/ Canada, and all the world if they desired 
it so.14 : - ' ..." ' "Vo: ' %

As speculation on the annexation project"increased, so too 

did the space devoted to discussions of it in nev/spapers. The

l%iles, on. cit,. p. 70 and Bassett, on. cit.. pp. 201,202.

l^McMaster, on. clt. n . 325. - -... ... .—  ---

. l%iles. on. cit.. n. 51. " ‘ : : ^  : "
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National Intelligencer of March 25. 1844, devoted the equivalent 

of a fourth of a present-day newspaper page to comments from _ 

other papers on the subject. The .Philadelphia North American 

stated heatedly that the Union M 1 should be declared at an end 

as soon as this most disastrous event takes place,,w while the 

Richmond ¥/hig wanted the question submitted to the nation for 

a vote. The New York Tribune declared "'its originators and
' -."J .......' ‘. "" " .r" 1 - - f ■ ■

most zealous advocates are bent on; a dissolution of the Union 

and a new Southern Confederacy of which Calhoun shall be the . 

master spirit.'"' Baltimore’s Clipper hazarded the opinion 

that '! ’Maryland will never sanction the proposed annexation 

of Texas.*”3-5 Next day the Intelligencer quoted the Louisville 

Journal as saying-!” any Western Senator-who votes for the 

annexation of Texas to the Union, will, by that act, incur 

the odium of his State, and utterly 'forfeit his chances for 
future political honors.’”^6

In April Theodore Sedgwick published a series of articles 

in the New York Evening Post under the signature of "Veto" in 

reply to Walker’s claims that Texas was once a part of the 

United States. The articles said the treaty-making power could 

not admit Texas, the admission of new states being el 

congressional duty, and declared the Constitution did not * 16

3-5The National Intelligencer, March 25, 1844. Pages are 
not numbered.

16Ibid.. March 26, 1844.
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cover states not held as territories in 1787. In the author's 

opinion the annexation of Texas would prove fatal.to the Union 

not by producing a violent dissolution of it, but by making it 

Impossible for the states assembled in Congress to legislate 

harmoniously.
Referring to the presidential treaty-making powers and 

objecting to the secret character of the negotiations, the 

editors of The National Intelligencer on April 4 said the 

President, before undertalcing negotiations for annexation, was 

bound to consult with the-Senate,1s Editors were not the only 

ones speaking their minds, for:Jackson took pen.in hand once 

again to charge the opponents of annexation as being unpatriotic 

and that ,M the perpetuation of our republican system, and of 

our glorious Union'H was involved.1^

More violent sentiments were expressed from the pro- 

annexationists' points of view when the Washington Spectator 
on April 9 quoted the South Carolinian as saying it would be 

'"infinitely better for us of the slave states to abandon the 

Union than to give up Texas to become a colony of Great 

Britain.'"^0 General James Hamilton wrote South Carolina's

l^Theodore Sedgwick, Thoughts on the Proposed Annexation of 
Texas to the U. S«. pp. 7-47, .

I®Allan Kevins.•American Press Opinion, p. 157, -

lOSmith, op. cit., pp. 263, 264,

20Ibid., p. 205.
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Senator George McDuffie from New Orleans on April 11 and made

strong objection! to Webster’s letter to his Massachusetts,

friends,2-1* declaring Webster had implied all Southerners belonged

to a ’’morally degraded caste” and that

if this is the ground on which Texas is to be 
excluded from the confederacy; have we any other 
alternative but ANNEXATION OR DISUNION? . . . ~
if slaveholders are not fit to be admitted into 
the Union, we are not fit to be there.

With tempers high and words many over annexation the

atmosphere was tense when, on April"IS, 1844, the administration

announced the signing that day of a treaty of annexation and

that it would shortly be presented to the Senate, * 22

g^Supfa», pp. 4, 5 of this chapter.

22Niles, on. cit.. p. 132,



CHAPTER V

DEFEAT OF THE TREATY

Upon the announcement of the treaty, excitement increased 

rapidly, for now the great and absorbing question either would 

be approved or rejected by the Senate. Optimistic over the 

chances for the treaty's approval, the Washington correspondent 

of the Philadelphia Ledger in a dispatch of April 12 decided 

that Texas would be annexed during the current session of 

Congress despite Webster's opposition and that Clay would 

not oppose the idea because it would be made clear to the 

Senate that Texas, if rejected, would " ' throw herself into 

the arms of Great Britain..'

The administration lost no time in gathering support for 
the treaty. April 13 the Secretary of War, William Wilkins, 

made a long speech in support of the measure in which he said 

that, after much thought on the matter, he was of the opinion . 

that annexation was of the utmost importance to the whole 
nation's welfare and happiness. It would give the nation a 

compact territory, necessary in both war and peace. Texas had 

maintained her independence for eight years and had been 

recognized by the first powers of Europe and Wilkins did not 

see how her right to negotiate with foreign powers or to 

transfer her territory to another government could be questioned.

-Wiles, on. cit., p.-107.

J%
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As for the charge that annexation'would be unjust to 

Mexico, the Secretary asked v/hat wrong was done. Rather, he 

said, she would gain a friendly and peaceful neighbor determined 

to guarantee her territorial integrity against all Europe. 

Referring to the claims of those opponents of Texas that her 

independence had not been recognized by Mexico, Wilkins said 

it was natural for the power from whom a province revolted to 

be among the last to recognize that province's independence.

In reply to the charge that the nation was already large 

enough and could not stand a new addition of territory, Wilkins 

declared that everyone knew the confederate system adapted 

itself readily to any extension of its limits. To quiet the 

fears of those opposed to annexation because it would extend 

slavery, he said-it would soon bring about the voluntary 

abolition of slavery in Virginia, Maryland, Delaware,' Kentucky, 

and Missouri.

Echoing Jackson's main theme, the Secretary of War concluded

by saying that Texas would become in the hands of Britain as

Gibraltar is-to Spain. As such, she might glut American

markets with British-made goods, thus destroying, the infant

American industries and bankrupting a large part of the nation.

Should Texas be refused admission into the unfon 
Dunionf], she must become a most dangerous theatre 
for foreign intrigue, from which the most 
deplorable consequences to our welfare may ensue.

... Indeed, at some.future and not distant.day, we ..... ...
may be compelled, for the safety and perpetuity
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of the union, to gain by conquest what is now : 
so freely offered for our acceptancee.

Contrary to the opinion of the ledger's Washington

correspondent, Clay was definitely against annexation and gave

his views on the subject in his famed "Raleigh" letter of

April 17, 1844. Expressing surprise at the announcement that

a treaty had been signed, Clay said::

To the astonishment of the whole nation, v/e are 
now informed that a treaty of annexation has been 
actually concluded, and is to be submitted to the 
Senate for its consideration . , . . if the 
government of the United States were to acquire 
Texas, it would acquire along with it all the 
incumbrances which Texas is under, and among: them 
the actual or suspended war between Mexico and . :
Texas: . . . .  Annexation and war v/ith Mexico are.....
identical . . . . I do not think that Texas ought 
to be received into the Union . . .  in decided 
opposition to the wishes of a considerable and 
respectable portion of the Confederacy . . . .
It is useless to disguise that there.are those ~ . 
who espouse, and those who oppose the annexation 
of Texas, upon the ground, of the influence which - 

"it would exert, in the balance of political power, 
between two great sections of the Union. I , •
conceive that no motive for the acquisition of 
■ foreign territory would be mere unfortunate, or - - ■
pregnant with more fatal consequences, than that 
of obtaining it for the purpose of strengthening, 
one part against another part of the common 
Confederacy; Such a principle, put into practical 
operation, would menace the existence, if it did 
not certainly sow the seeds of the dissolution, of 
the Union. It would be to proclaim to the world an 
insatiable and unquenchable thirst for foreign 
conquest or acquisition of territory. For if to
day Texas be acquired to strengthen one part of 
the Confederacy, to-morrow Canada may be required 
to add strength to another.

2Ibid., up. 118,.119•
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Clay went on to point out that adding Texas would not in.

the end strengthen the South, for three of the five states into

which Texas would probably be divided would be free, while the

other two would be slave. He.also questioned the desirability

of adding Texas! debt (supposed to be around $13,000,000) to

that of the United States. On the question of a European power

trying to■ take Texas, Clay said::

I should regard it as the imperative duty of the 
government of the United States to oppose to such 
designs the most firm and determined resistance, 
to the extent, if necessary, of appealing to arms. 
to prevent the’accomplishment of any such designs.3

The voice of the administration, the Washington Globe,

said on April 20 that it looked upon Texas as a territory of

the Union which had been wrongly relinquished to Spain.^

Hurling a veiled threat at the opponents of annexation, the

Madisonian of the nineteenth said that annexation was regarded
as certain and that those who opposed the inevitable'were placing

"a serious impediment to their future political advancement” in

their own paths. The New York Courier was of a different

mind, declaring its unalterable opposition to the annexation of

Texas and predicting that it would never take place, even with

the assent of Mexico.3

^Calvin Colton, ed., The Works of Henry Clay. U X ,  pp. 25-31. 

^Nevins, American Press Opinion, p. 158.

^Niles.on. cit.. pp. 116-118.
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Following on the heels of Clay's letter came Van Suren's

letter of April 20 containing his views on annexation, which ■

were very similar t o d a y ' s  and led to the charge that the

two authors had agreed in advance to take identical positions

on the question.6 Van Suren was somewhat more long-winded in

defining his position than was Clay, tut basically he agreed

with Clay's stand. -
Should not every one . . . who sincerely loves his 
country . . . consider and that deeply whether we 
would not by the immediate annexation of Texas, , 
place a weapon in the hands of those who now look 
upon us and our institutions with distrustful and 
envious eyes, that would do us more real, lasting 
injury as a nation, than the acquisition of such 
a territory, valuable as it undoubtedly is, could, 
possibly repair? . . . 1  would feel it to be my 
duty, to submit . . .  [the question, of annexation] 
to congress for a public expression of their 
opinion, as well upon the propriety of annexation, 
as in regard to the terms upon which it should : 
take place. If, after the whole subject had been 
brought before the country, and fullydiscussed, . . .  
[congress] should express an opinion in favor of 
annexation, X would hold it to be my farther duty 
to employ the executive power to carry into full 
and fair effect the wishes of a majority of the 
people and the existing states thus constitutionally 
and solemnly expressed.7 ' ' . ■ :

April 22 Tyler went before the Senate to present the treaty

and in his speech outlined: his reasons for desiring its approval.

AnnexationTould, he. said, provide economic benefits to the

East and Middle States and protection and security to the _______

6These charges were based largely on the fact that both 
letters were published the same day, April 27, 1844. No . 
other evidence seems to support the charges.

^Miles, op. cit., pp. 154-157.
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South and Southeastern states, "thus consecrating anew the 

union of the States and holding out the promise-of its perpetual 

duration." He said it was natural for the Texans to turn to 

the United States, land of their birth, for-safety-and protection. 

Texas v:as'refused once in her offer to give herself to the 

United States and the President predicted.that a second rejection 

would force Texas into actions extremely harmful to the United 

States. Taking a leaf from Jackson’s views on the subject,

Tyler told Congress

it can not be overlooked that the United States 
are already almost surrounded by the possessions 
of European,powers. The Canadas, New Brunswick, 
and Nova Scotia, the islands in the American seas, 
with Texas trammeled by treaties of alliance or 
of a commercial character differing in policy from 
that of the United States, would complete the circle.8

Commenting on the President's message that night in his diary,

John Quincy Adams was full of foreboding as he wrote, "this was

a memorable, day in.the annals.of the world. The treaty for the

annexation of Texas to this Union was this day sent in to the ..

Senate; and with it went the freedom of the human race.

The day after the Senate received the treaty James IC. Polk,

as then unconsidered by many for Democratic nominee in the coming

nominating convention, wrote a letter in which he gave his

8James D. Richardson, A Compilation of the Messages and 
Papers of the Presidents. V, pp. 2161-2166.

®Charles F. Adams, ed., Memoirs of John Quincy Adams. XII, 
PP • 13, 14.:
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absolute blessing to annexation, - •

1 have no hesitation in declaring, that I am in 
favor of the immediate re-annexation of Texas to 
the territory and government of.the United 
States . . . . The proof is clear and satisfactory 
to my mind, that Texas once constituted a part of 
the . . . U. States . . . .  If the application of 
Texas for a re union [IslcT and admission into our - 
confederacy shall be rejected by the United States, 
there is imminent danger that she will become a 
dependency, if not a colony of Great Britain— an 
event which no American patriot . . . could permit 
to occur without the most strenuous resistance.
Let Texas be reannexed . . . and let the fixed 
policy of our government be, not to permit Great 
Britain or any other foreign power to plant a - 
colony or hold dominion over any portion of the 
people or territory of {Texas}

As the dates for the nominating conventions of the Whig 

and Democratic parties drew nearer, "annexation fever" spread. 

Some.3,000 people gathered in the Tabernacle in-Hew York.City 

on April 24 to hear speeches and pass, resolutions..against 

annexation. The presiding officer of the meeting was the aged 

and venerable Albert Gallatin.. During the meeting he spoke, on

Texas, .saying."I do assert, without fear of contradiction, that 

the annexation of Texas,under existing circumstances, is a 

positive declaration of war against Mexico.

The Whigs met in Baltimore Hay 1, confident that they were 

not only going to nominate Henry Clay as their candidate, but 

that they were indeed nominating "the next President of. the

lOlJiies, on. cit.. p. 228. 

^-Sedgwick, on. cit.. p. 54..
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United States #" So sure v/ere the Whigs of their success to 

come in November that they did not even adopt a formal platform 

and made no mention of Texas.

The day.after the Whigs convened Commodore Charles 

Stewart, candidate.for the Democratic presidential nomination, 

wrote a letter in reply to an inquiry as to his opinion on _ 

the annexation issue. His answer left no doubt that he, too,, 

was for annexation. 1111 regard the policy and wisdom of 

immediate annexation as the more obvious, from recollecting that 

opportunities once lost are not always to be regained, in 

national affairs, any more than in those of individuals.*" 

Stewart was, however, willing to treat Mexico with every 

consideration and pursue towards her a policy liberal and 

conciliatory to a point short of yielding American "'rights, 

interests, or honor.*" If anything beyond that were.demanded 

of the United States, or if any trouble arose after.annexation 

were accomplished, the Commodore declared that then the United 

States could only throw ourselves upon the justice of our 

cause before God and nations, and abide all results. *

Tyler*s forthright request to. the Senate for approval of 

the treaty of annexation pleased Jackson, who said in a letter 

on May 3::

l^Hiles, on. cit., p. 163.
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I rejoice to see the zeal and energy with which 
the President has attended to the annexation of 
Texas . . .  . the Senator who votes against the; 
ratification of the Treaty, must be a traitor to 
the best interest;of our beloved country, whatever 
pretext he nay attempt to shield himself under.

The treaty must•and will be ratified. These 
Eastern Senators dare not vote against i t . ^

The National Intelligencer of Hay 6 in an editorial

against annexation pointed out that annexing Texas would lead

to demands for the annexation of Canada and quoted from the

Detroit Daily Advertiser of April 27, which said "when Texas

is mentioned our thoughts turn towards Canada, and when the

proposed annexation is accomplished, if it ever shall be, our
action will take the same direction.

Jackson could not rest easy so long as the treaty lay
. . • ’ 1 * •

unacted upon, and on May 7 he wrote Francis P. Blair, editor 

of the Washington Globe, again calling for immediate annexation 

and presenting the picture of Britain standing astride Texas 

with numberless troops pouring into the southern United States»

These [the Clay and Van Daren] letters are 
well calculated to encourage-Mexico,'under-a 
secret league with great Britain- to invade 
Texas by a large army with secrete funds from 
great Britain and aid by sea, and when Texas is ; 
reconquered to be ceded to great Britain to pay 
the debt to great Britain and her subjects. To 
prevent all danger from this intrigue, I say 
ratify the Treaty, If that cannot be done, let 
the House of Representatives pass a law annexing 
Texas to the united states, as a part of
Louisiana, and without any necessity transferred.. ...

l^Bassett, op. cit., p. 282.

3--The National Intelligencer. Hay 6, 1844.
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to spain, and I will guarantee that we have neither 
war with Mexico nor great Britain. If we do not 
now accept the Boon when freely.offered mark me, 
ray dear friend, that we never get it hereafter only
at.the point of the bayonet. The idea of posponing...
the acceptance now, on grounds of expediency, policy, 
or political capital, shews a want of common sense 
that I do sincerely deplore . . . . I am for the 
annexation regardless of all consequences.15

While Jackson's letter was on its way. General Lewis Cass,

another candidate for the Democratic presidential nomination,

wrote a letter in support of immediate annexation. Under date

of May 10 he spoke of the military value of Texas to the United

States and referred to one of Jackson's letters in which the
- - ; ... . . .

latter had pointed out the importance•of that area. Going a 

step further than Jackson, however, Cass referred to an article 

appearing in a recent issue of Frazer's Magazine (wa leading - 

tory periodical in England") which declared that a war with 

the United States would be a blessing to mankind. The article's 
object, Cass said, was

to provoke a war with the United States, and lay 
down the plan of a campaign, which would sooner 
bring it to a fortunate conclusion with,England.—
The basis of this plan was the organization of the 
necessary black force in the West India Islands, 
and its debarkation upon our southern coast . . . .

• The result was to be the destruction of the southern 
states, the ruin or depression of the others, and 
the dissolution of this great and glorious 
confederacy, on which the last hopes of freedom 
throughout the world now rest.

■^Bassett, op. cit., pp. 283, 284.
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General Cass as Iced what more favorable position could England 

have than Texas and closed with the statement that he believed 

a majority of the American people were in favor of annexation.-1-6 

The same day Calhoun wrote his daughter to say that the 

Texas question was the most important to face the nation since 

its formation.

I regard annexation to be a vital question.
If lost now, it will be forever lost; and, if 
that, the South will be lost, if some prompt and 
decisive measure be not adopted to save us . . .  .
It is the all absorbing question, stronger even 
than the presidential. It is, indeed, under 
circumstances, the most important question, both 
for the South and the Union, ever agitated sincethe adoption of the Constitution.^? • *
Continuing his arguments for approval of the pending treaty, 

Jackson wrote Blair again on May 11 and to the editors of the 

Nashville Union on May 13. In both his remarks followed the 

general theme that the safety of the southwestern part "of the 

United States depended on the possession of Texas .by it. Texas, 

was the key to such safety and the United States ought to accept 

the key, offered on fair and honorable terms, and lock the door 

against any possible future danger.18

Opposition to Texas' entering the Union came from the 

heart of the South when the Cherow Gazette of South Carolina, * 17

■̂6W . L . G. Smith, The Life and Times of Lewis Cass. p d . 
500-502.

17J . Franklin Jameson, ed., Correspondence of John C. 
Calhoun. II, pp. 585, 586.

18Bassett, op. cit.. pp. 286, 290, 291.



a strong supporter of Calhoun, announced Its opposition to 

annexation under existing circumstances and so long as Texas 

could maintain both her independence and the institution of 
slavery.19 . : - ; • -

As the Democrats convened at Baltimore May 27, it was 

taken for granted that Van Buren would be nominated. The 

annexationists, however, were of a different mind and managed 

to have the,two-thirds rule adopted— the same rule which in 

1836 and 1840 had assured Van Buren of overwhelming support 

from the delegates. This time the rule was used to thwart him, 

for he failed to gain the necessary votes on the first ballot. 

General Cass was but a few votes behind him and as succeeding 

ballots ware taken, Van Buren lost strength while General Cass 

gained some but not enough to win the nomination. After 

several days of fruitless voting there was.a sudden shift to 

the comparatively unknown. James K. Polk and at length he was 

nominated. Van Buren*s anti-Texas stand cost him the nomination, 

and as it turned out, the Presidency also. The Democrats then 

nominated George Dallas, another strong annexationist, as their 

vice-presidential candidate and adopted their **re-annexation' of 

Texas and re-occupation of Oregon1* platform and adjourned'. .

_____The South Carolinian of May, .30, fearing /the worst for , the _

annexation treaty,, declared annexation was the most important

-L̂ The National Intelligencer. May 15, 1844.
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question before the South and that unless the South united

with Texas, her doom was sealed. The paper then quoted from

the Barnwell resolution as saying that the President should

call Congress and present the alternative to the MfreeM states

11 • either to admit Texas into the Union, or to proceed peaceably

and calmly, to arrange the terms of a dissolution of the

Union,*"20 Referring to this proposal, Benton declared:

Disunion is at the bottom of this long-concealed 
Texas machination . . . .  Under the pretext of 
getting Texas into the Union, the scheme is to 
get the South out of it . . . • The intrigue for 
the presidency was the first act in the drama the 
dissolution of the Union the second,

While the debates in the Senate droned on, sections of the

South began voicing their attitudes.

A New Orleans meeting resolved that if the treaty 
ware rejected it would be the duty of the legislature 
of Louisiana to form a compact with Texas, subject to 
the Constitutional action of Congress, and extend her 
boundary to its ancient limits . . . . But the 
newspapers of the South suggested a more vigorous 
plan, which was nothing else than dissolution'of the 
Union.

A meeting in Williamsburg district, South Carolina, resolved . 

that it was better for the southern and southwestern states 

"’to be out of the Union with Texas, than in it without her.*"22 
The citizens of Beaufort, South Carolina, resolved that "* if . . .

^Mcliaster, op. clt.. pp. 360, 361 and Niles, op. cit,. 
p. 229. More than 600 citizens of Barnwell district met at 
Ashley and unanimously adopted this resolution.

^McHaster, op. cit.. pp, 360,363.

^Benton, op. cit.. pp. 614, 615,
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we are not permitted to bring Texas into our union peacefully 

and legitimately, as now we may, then we solemnly announce to 

the world,--that we will dissolve this Union, sooner than 

abandon Texas,’ Citizens of Lawrence County, Alabama thought 

much the same,^

As the time drew near for a vote on the treaty, Senator 

Benton unleashed a new and vitriolic attack on it, declaring 

the map of Texas submitted by Tyler showed the area proposed 

to be annexed included a large part of the Mexican province of 

New Mexico and parts of Chihuahua, Coahuila, and Tamaulipas- 

three departments of Mexico. This part of Mexico, the Senator 
said, had been severed from its mother empire-by the American 

President and presented to the United States until the Senate 

rejected it. In his memoirs the Senator later said that the 

reason for desiring immediate annexation and keeping the treaty 

a secret was to disrupt the Hay 27 convention and Mbloi up* 

the candidates in,order to furnish *a new Texas candidate," - 

anointed with gunpov/der, for the presidential chair.*85

June opened with a letter from Governor George H. Troup of 

Georgia on the 3rd in which he pointed out the danger of southern 

slaves revolting because of freed Texas slaves. In such an event, 23 * 25

23Niles., op. cit., p. 230.

£4;[.IcLIaster, op. cit,, p. 361..
25Benton, op. cit., pp. 600, 601i 609.
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the Governor said, not anyone could doubt the right of the

afflicted states to protect themselves by any and all means, ••

should the federal government refuse its aid.

it is better, every thing considered, to take the ■
treaty of cession as a good and valid treaty, than
to run the hazard of occupying:Texas by force
(whether a territory of Mexico or Texas) as a
measure of self-preservation against the threatened
aggression of England or Mexico, or Texas, or all
of them.26

Despite the many reasons why annexation was to be desired 

and the strong:arguments advanced in behalf of the project, its , 

supporters -were sadly surprised June 8 when the Senate rejected 

the treaty, 35-16. A breakdown of the vote on a sectional basis' 
shows the North more solidly against the measure than the South 

-was for it.- Only one Senator from New England voted for the ' 

treaty and only one Whig voted for it. More southern states 

voted,against the treaty than voted for it and four times as 

many northern states opposed the measure as favored it.2?

26Niles, op. cit,. p. 328.

^?See next page for sectional vote on annexation treaty. 
Data for this chart was taken from Niles, op. cit,. p. 241.
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Y E k • . I ; NAY.

NORTH
New Hampshire lx
Pennsylvania 2
Illinois........  ... 2

• Six New England"
States u

New York , r . 2
New Jersey 2
Ohio ....... 2
Michigan * 2
Indiana l**

: 20

SOUTH *
Alabama : . 2 ■ • ,
Arkansas " 2
M i s s i s s i p p i 2 XX^
1 South Carolina 2
; North Carolina 1
1 Georgia " ' 1
rMissouri ; :• ; -I ...

. ; . 11

Delaware , 2
Maryland : ,i " 2
Virginia -'f. ... . 2
Louisiana ■" " 2
Tennessee , 2
Kentuclcy 2

•North Carolina 1
Georgia ' 1
Missouri - ;1

. . 15

. TOTALS t V . ' ’ 1^
[ _ _______ _______________

Legend: . , ' , : .. .. : - \-
1 x Only New England Senator to vote wyea«M5 , 

xx One Sen at or did not vote. 
xxx Henderson only Whig to vote !,yea.n



CHAPTER VI

ROLE OF THE TREATY III THE ELECTION OF 1844.

The defeat of the treaty brought sadness to its southern 

supporters and joy to its northern opponents. The radical

Southern Reformer, commenting on its defeat, declared it was-
"•an audacious outrage upon the rights of a free people*M and

that "1 2 the, South indignantly calls upon the foul traitors who

have despised and vilified her authority to resign their

seats. * John Quincy Adams ,. one of the most rabid opponents

of annexation, declared in his diary "I record this vote as a

deliverance . . .  by the special interposition of Almighty God,

of my country and of human liberty from a conspiracy comparable
to that of Lucius Sergius Catalina,

Unwilling to let the Senate’s rejection of the treaty

block his desires, Tyler went before the House of Representatives

two days later and laid the measure before it, saying

It has been objected that the measure of annexation 
should be preceded by the consent of Mexico . . . .
But negotiation in advance of annexation would prove 
not only abortive, but might be regarded as offensive 
to Mexico and insulting to Texas . . . .  The 
Executive has dealt with Texas as a power independent 
of all others, both de facto and de .lure . . . .  The 
great question is not as to the manner in which it 
shall be done, but whether it shall be accomplished 
or not,3

-krames E. Y/inston, "The Annexation of Texas and the 
Mississippi Democrats." Southwestern Historical Quarterly, XXV, 
no. 1, (July, 1921), p. 21.

2C. F. Adams, o p . cit«. p. 49.

^Richardson, o p , cit,. pp. 2177-2180.
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Y/itti the matter thus before the House, Jackson wrote Plauche

on June 14 to repeat his warnings about the danger of Texas

being used as a base by England for v/ar upon the United States.

He closed his letter v/ith the admonition to ■

'let Pollc, Dallas, and "Texas be the Watchword 
and countersign— and Clay and his friend 
Freylinghuysen, the friend also of abolitionism, 
for which he spurns at Texas, will be over- . 
whelmed by the unanimous voice of the south,*4

Congress adjourned ..v/ith out any House action on the treaty,

much to the joy of Adams, who recorded in his diary on the

seventeenth of June: - ■

The first shock of slave Democracy is over, :
Moloch and Mammon have sunk into momentary 
slumber,. The Texas treason is blasted for the 
hour, and the first session of the most perverse 

* and worthless Congress that ever disgraced this 
Confederacy has closed.5

Ten days later Jackson wrote a letter in which he declared 

that as long as he lived he would warn the nation against the 

dangers inherent in Clay's proposal to delay annexation. He 

questioned the wisdom: of rejecting Texas because of Britain's 

refusal to consent to annexation. Jackson said the American 

people could not be duped by Britain, whose real object was to 

check the prosperity of the United States and hamper its power 

to compete with England as a sea power. In a letter the next

%iles, on. clt,. p. 314.

5C. F. Adams, on. cit,. p. 57.
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day Jackson .said the opposition based its claims on the idea 

that the United States could not annex Texas without Mexican 

consent,.and that it amounted.to securing British permission, 

which would not be given unless slavery were abolished in Texas. 

After decrying.the humiliation to the United States,in allowing 

such a thing to occur, he said annexation.would wrong no other 

nation, strengthen the United States, and extend its 

agricultural, manufacturing, and commercial resources.^

The accusation that Clay had written his "Raleigh" letter 

to court the abolitionists led him to write his first "Alabama" 

letter on July 1 in which he denied this charge.and declared 

that he personally could have no "objection to the annexation 

of Texas, but I certainly would be unwilling to see the existing 

Union dissolved or seriously jeaporded for the sake of acquiring 

Texas." * 7

Reversing his stand of seven years earlier, Waddy 
Thompson wrote a letter July 3, 1844° in which he said 

annexation would injure the South by raising up a powerful 

agricultural competitor and cheapen the price of cotton— the 

principal product of the South. After a long discussion of the 

effect of annexation on slavery, Thompson went on to the subject 

of the insecurity of Louisiana in the face of a foreign attack and

Guiles, on. cit.. pp. 372, 440.

7Colton, on. cit.. V, p. 490.

^Thompson erroneously dated this letter July 3, 1843.
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took opposition to Jackson’s favorite theme. To Thompson the 

question v/as not whether Louisiana would be more secure with 

Texas a part of the Union, but whether Texas would be any more 

secure than Louisiana then was. He pointed out that it would 

be easy to protect Hew Orleans but not Texas, as there was no 

means of transporting troops to Texas except by the Gulf of 

Mexico, and with that in the control of an enemy, as anticipated, 

such means of transportation would be closed. The war would 

then be transferred from land, where the United States was 

impregnable, to sea, where it would be the weaker power. He 

closed his remarks on Texas with a comic illustration of what 

General Cass’ suggestion would lead to in the end and the 

statement that annexation would be a declaration of war without 

the necessary approval of Congress..9 .

Senator Benton made a strong attack oh annexation in a 

speech at Boonville on July 17, declaring disunion was a 

primary object of the treaty; intrigue for the Presidency 

its secondary object; and land speculation and stock jobbing 

auxiliary objects. He called the White House and the State 

Department "buzzard roosts" filled with land speculators and . 

stock jobbers who pushed the treaty for their own gain. He said 

the treaty gave title to the entire area claimed by Texas, 

whereas she held legal title only to that area between the 9

9Hiles, op. clt.,'pp. 316-319.
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Sabine.and Nueces Rivers, The United States would get no lands, 

he claimedy as they had all been granted away, "Throughout his 

speech LIr, Benton presented it as the design of the Texas treaty 

not to get Texas into the.Union, but to get the southern states 

out of it,"3*0

Clay unwittingly further weakened his chances for election 

by writing his second "Alabama" letter on July 27, taking a more 

indecisive stand on annexation.

*1 do not think it right to announce in 
advance what will be the course of a future- 
administration in respect to a question with a 
foreign power. I have, however, no hesistation 
in saying that, far from having any personal 
objection to, the annexation of Texas, X should 
be glad to see it, without dishonor, without ' 
war, with the common consent of the Union, and 
upon just and fair terms. I do not think that 
the subject of slavery-ought to affect the 
question one way or the other. Whether Texas 
be independent, or incorporated in the United 
States, I do not think it will shorten or 
prolong the duration of. that institution. Xt 
is destined to become extinct at some distant 
day, in my opinion, by the operation of the 
inevitable laws of population. Xt would be 
unwise to refuse a permanent acquisition, 
which will exist as long as the globe remains, 
on account of a temporary institution.

He closed his letter by saying that should he be elected and

the annexation project became a subject for consideration, he

would be guided by the state of facts and public opinion on

the matter and be governed by the "paramount duty" of preserving

■ 1QXbid.. pp. 424, 425,.
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the unity of the nation.^

In an election speech before a Whig mass meeting at
: ■ • :

Springfield, Massachusetts, on August 9 Daniel Webster declared

his opposition to annexation arose from the basic fact that it

was a scheme for the extension of slavery. He conterded that

the advocates of annexation desired approval of the measure.

because they feared that if it were not effected, Texas would

become free. Commenting on the overthrow of Van Buren at the

Democratic convention by delegates who, like him, were opposed

to annexation, Webster said::

And now, at once as by a miracle, a change is 
wrought in all .the sentiments of these gentlemen, 
and we hear from them almost a universal shout 
for the annexation and for Texas . . . .  The 
object of the party which has nominated Mr. Polk 
is the extension of slavery, by the creation of 
new States, in which slavery shall be a fundamental 
institution..-*-^

Tyler was particularly incensed by Clay's opposition to 

annexation and in a letter to his daughter on September 13 

said Clay's opposition to Texas and his want of principle 

of every sort made him the "most obnoxious man in the Union.
Continuing his election speeches, Webster delivered an 

address on the Boston Common on September 19 in "which he said 

"every man who means to vote, and does vote, for Mr. Polk,

Carl Schurz. Henry Clay, II, pp. 261, 262 and Greeley, 
op. cit.. p. 166.

-^Webster, on. cit., XXIX, pp. 245-247.

13Lyon G. Tyler, Letters and Times of the Tylers. H I ,  
p. 155.
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means to vote and does actually vote for the admission of 

Texas.M As for Clay’s opposition to annexation without the 

consent of all the states, Webster declared that with Clay as 

President the Whigs would be secure from annexation for at

least four years...Regarding the possibility that England would

control Texas if the United States did not annex her, Webster 

said the idea was utterly absurd so long as Texas continued to 

be a slave-holding country. As for the future course of the 

United, States toward Texas, Webster said Texas "must work out 

her own destiny, we must leave her to her own course,

Aware of the damage done his position as a candidate by 

his "Raleigh" and "Alabama" letters, Clay took up his pen on 

September 23 to defend the former by saying there was not a 

word or sentiment in it to which he did not still adhere; and 

he thought annexation would be dishonorable, might involve the 

nation in war, and would seriously endanger the unity of the 

several states

The Whig wheel horse, Webster, continued his electioneering 

with speeches before Whig conventions in Philadelphia on 

October 1 and at Valley Forge October 3, at both of which he 

repeated his opposition to annexation because it would not only 

extend the area given over to slavery and the number of slaves,

•^Webster, op. cit., pn. 258-262.■

■^Greeley, on. cit.. p. 167.
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but it would also prolong the duration of their servitude.

In a windup speech at Pepperrell, Massachusetts, on November 

5, just before the national election, Webster again attacked 

annexation as an evil to be shunned.-*-6

16 III, pp. 270; XIII, pp. 285, 286.Webster, on. cit..



CHAPTER V H

PASSAGE OF THE JOINT RESOLUTION OF ANNEXATION

Clay's shifting stand on annexation cost him the votes of 

many abolitionists, particularly in Nev; York, where their 

candidate, James G. Birney, garnered enough votes from Clay 

to throw the state to Polk and thus make him President. 

Commenting on New York's vote going to Polk, The -National 

Intelligencer of November 1 1 ,saw nothing but black clouds on 

the horizon. "The result of the contest opens a future too 

portent!ous to be hastily approached. The brightness of the 

American constellation pales before the rising effulgence of 
the 'lone star.'"-

December 3 Tyler in his fourth annual message to Congress

again laid the annexation project before it, asking for a joint

resolution to accomplish annexation, and said:

The treaty . . . had failed to receive the 
ratification of the Senate. One of the chief 
objections which was urged against it was found 
to exist in the fact that the question of 
annexation had not been submitted to the ordeal 
of public opinion in the United States . . . .
The great popular election which has just 
terminated afforded the best opportunity of 
ascertaining the will of the States and the 
people upon it. It presented . . . the isolated 
question of annexation, and in that form it has 
been submitted to the ordeal of public sentiment.
A controlling majority of the people and a large 
majority of the States have declared in favor of 
immediate annexation . . . .  It is the will of 
both the people and the States that Texas shall 
be annexed to the Union promptly and

^The National Intelligencer, November 11, 1844.
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Immediately. 2

Matters continued in a state of excitement as the ; 

"annexation" express” gathered steam and December 7 Governor 

William Slade of Vermont announced that state’s unalterable 

opposition: to annexation in his annual message to the legislature. 

In his opinion the "unauthorized" admission of a new state was 

nothing less than an attempt to form a new union, which could 

not be done without the destruction of the old, an act to him 

equivalent to suicide. Annexation involved the question of 

whether Vermont was to be forced, without her consent, into a 

union with a state not admissable by the Constitution.^

Albert Gallatin wrote a letter December 17 in which he 

stated the method of annexation by joint resolution was 

unconstitutional, the only method being by treaty. Annexation 

by joint resolution transferred to a majority of both houses of 

Congress with Presidential approval and to two-thirds of both 

houses without his approval the power to make treaties, which 

power was given by the Constitution to the President with the 

consent of two-thirds of the Senate..^ The Bos ton Atlas on 

December 26 declared "’Massachusetts cannot— she must not—  

she will not submit to the annexation of Texas.’ * 3 4 5

^Richardson, on. cit,. pp. 2196, 2197.

3Riles, on. cit.. DCVII, p. 215.

4Ibid.. p. 258.

5Justin Smith, The Annexation of Texas, p. 324.
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The first day of the new year Jackson wrote his friend 

Blair to impress upon him the necessity for immediate annexation.

*I hazard nothing in saying that, if the 
present congress do not act promptly upon this 
subject, the next will not have the power. The 
consent of Texas cannot then he obtained.
Great Britain will have laid the lion*s paw 
upon her, and bound her by treaty.*6

In his annual message to the Maryland legislature on

January 11, 1845, Governor Francis Thomas came out in favor of

annexation, because, he said, it would extend the laws of the

United States over Texas, forbidding the further importation of

slaves from abroad and thus halting the growth of slavery in

Texas. It would also provide a more appropriate home for the

slaves of the United States than those they then had. Pointing

out that Texas would draw population away from the South, which

was already sparsely populated, the Governor said "in that

event, a large majority in the congress of the United States
is to be chosen, always, by the people of those states where

slavery has no existence," and therefore the North would

dominate the government, * 7

Amidst the bitter tug-of-war raging over annexation the 

House passed the joint resolution of annexation on January 85 

by a vote of 180 to 98 and sent it on to the Senate.

An anti-annexation convention assembled in Boston four

Guiles, on. cit.. p. 388.

7Ibid.. p. 300.
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days later to listen to Daniel Webster fulminate against 

annexation. He branded annexation as a measure violating the 

Constitution and a scheme to uphold, extend, and perpetuate : 

the interests of slavery. Annexation was a compact between, 

independent governments' and was therefore by its nature a 

convention or agreement between two nations. Such a convention 

or agreement was a treaty and had to be sanctioned by a two- , 

thirds vote of approval of the Senate. Terming this method of 

annexation! as inapplicable.to Texas, Webster said the Constitution 

in Article Four, Section Three provided for the admission of new 

states in two ways but made no provision for the acquisition of 
new territory.

Referring to the annexationists‘ reliance on the

acquisitions of Louisiana and Florida as precedents for Texas,

he said they had circumstances peculiar to themselves and that 
• '

Jefferson, when considering the purchase of Louisiana, felt a 

constitutional amendment would be necessary to make the 

acquisition legal. Conditions of the times led to the addition 

of the Louisiana territory without any alteration of the 

Constitution. Florida, he said, was also acquired by treaty 

under conditions similar to those regarding Louisiana. But 

these two instances did not in Webster's judgment justify the 

annexation of Texas. Among the other arguments advanced by him 

for opposing annexation were those that such act would cause 

the United States to assume automatically Texas' debt and become
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a party to the war between her and Mexico.®

William Jay,.son of John Jay, echoed the oft-repeated "

dissolution threats when he said Wlrather than be in Union with

Texas, let the confederation be shivered. Hy voice, my efforts

will be for dissolution, if Texas be annexed.»*9

The Senate .became.hopelessly involved in the arguments

over the House annexation bill, its own annexation resolution,

and the various amendments offered by.Senators to both until

Senator Walker came forward with an amendment to the House bill

which broke the deadlock and sent the measure on its way. His

amendment gave the President the option of negotiating for a

new treaty of annexation or electing the House alternative to
/

effect it. The House bill with this amendment won Senate 

approval 27 to 25 on February 26. Commenting on the Senate’s 

action, Adams noted in his diary the next day that Mit is a 

signal triumph of the slave representation in the constitution 
of the United States . ”*1-0 The next day the House approved the 

amended bill 133 to 77 and that.night Adams recorded in his 

diary that it was the 11 apoplexy of the Constitution.

March 1, three days before his term expired, President * 9

®Webster, on. cit., XV, pp. 195-210.

9Rives, on. cit., p. 691. 

l°Nevins, Diary, p. 573.

H l b i d . . p. 574
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Tyler signed the bill, and, electing the House alternative, 

sent a courier posthaste to Texas Y/ith the glad tidings. The 

sectional vote by states in the Senate shows the North evenly 

divided on the resolution while the South cast only.four more 

votes for annexation than it cast against it.I2

12See Appendix II for a breakdown of the vote in both 
houses of Congress on the joint resolution of annexation. Data 
for this chart was taken from Niles, op, cit«. LXVJII, p. 2 0 .



CHAPTER VIII

THE FINAL ACT

■ To a jubilant South the words of President Polk’s 

inaugural address on March 4 were like milk and honey as he

said:-.

I congratulate ray country that by an act of -
the, late Congress? of the United States the
assent of this Government has been given to
the reunion fpf Texas to the United States] . . . .
Perceiving no valid objection to the measure
and many reasons for its adoption vitally
affecting the peace, the safety, and the
prosperity of both countries, I shall on the
broad principle which formed the basis and
produced the adoption of our Constitution,
and not in any narrow spirit of sectional
policy, endeavor by all constitutional,. ;
honorable, and appropriate means to consummate
the expressed will of the people and Government
of the United States by the reannexation of
Texas to our Union at the earliest practicable
period

Commenting on Tyler's selection of the'House alternative, 

the Washington Globe said his choice had robbed Polk of a duty 

meant to be his and passed the initiative on to the President 

of Texas. Referring to the manner in which Tyler became the 

President, the Globe commented that lie had taken advantage of 

a whole series of accidents "to"blend himself with results 

having their origin in the counsels of Generals Jackson and 

Houston, and which his inauspicious management has so far 

marred in their progress.

^•Richardson, op. cit., pp. 2229-2231. 

2Niles, op. cit., p. 16.
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Contrary to the usually expressed attitudes of the 

North, Edward E. Hale suggested a different approach to the 

problem which he thought.would defeat the South'after all. His 

suggestion was that New England should divert a part of the 

great migration coming into it to Texas. If that were done, 

he thought freemen would outvote the slaveholders and make 
Texas free.3 .

Editorially speaking on April IE, Niles' National Register 

declared:: .

The northern and southern states have lost 
their revolutionary sympathy and fraternity, 
and consequently, their former cohesion! Let 
them shake hands and part; for the annexation 
of Texas cannot re-annex severed interest and 
affection • • . . Nothing human is permanent;—  
counter considerations, more powerful than 
those which almagamated the "old thirteen" 
demand the immediate dissolution of this 
confederacy . . . .  Half measures can lead to 
nothing satisfactory, under all the circumstances. 
Voluntary secession is the true 1Auream 
Mediocritatem1 to be adopted, ere a fearful 

. crisis supervene. Beware! Revolutions neverretrograde.^

Like a rock amid an angry sea New Hampshire's senators 

had shattered New England, solidarity by their unanimous 

approval of the annexation resolution. New Hampshire had also 

elected, a pro-annexation governor, John H. Steele,, and in his

^Edward E. Hale, Tract for the Day:- How to Conquer Texas 
Before Texas Conquers U s .

% i l e s , op. cit.. p. 89.
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inaugural' address on June 5 the new Governor stated that it 

seemed to him every patriotic citizen of the- nation should be - 

glad that annexation was to be accomplished despite the efforts 

of its many foreign opponents

Charles Sumner raised his voice against the passage of the 

final admission bill in a speech at Faneuil Hall, Boston, on 

November 4. Referring to the fact that the constitution of 

Texas and the bill admitting her as a state must both be 

approved by Congress before she took her place in the Union, 
he said:

Let Massachusetts, then, be aroused . . . .
Let it help confirm the wavering,' and to reclaim 
those who have erred from the right path. Especially 
may it exert a proper influence in Congress upon the 
representatives of the Free States. May it serve to 
make them as firm in the defence of Freedom as their 
opponents are pertinacious in the cause of Slavery . 5

December 2 President Polk went before Congress to inform

that body that Texas had accepted the offer of annexation and

to ask for a bill of admission. The House passed the admission

bill 141-56 and the Senate passed it 51-14. December 29, 1845,

Polk signed the bill admitting Texas as the twenty-eighth state

of the Union. As President Anson Jones of Texas said at the

ceremony in Austin on February 19, 1846, when the Stars and

Stripes replaced the Lone Star:: "'the final act in this great

5Ibid,. p. 251.

^Charles Sumner, The Works of Charles Sumner, 1, pp. 152-
158 e
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drama is now performed. The Republic of Texas is no more.*"?

' ^Herbert P. 'Gambrel!, Anson Jones. The Last President of 
Texas. p. 419.
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APPENDIX I

THE LIBRARY OF CONGRESS
9* ' WASHINGTON 25. D. C.

R e f e r e n c e  D e p a r t m e n t  

D iv is io n  o f  M a n u s c r ip t s February 10, 1950

Dear Mr. Phansteel:
Your request to the Librarian of Congress of January 

28 for a copy of a letter from Andrew Jackson to Aaron Brown, 
dated February 12 or 13, 1843, or 1844, has been referred 

to this Division for reply. I regret to say that we have 

not been able to find such a letter among the retained copies 
of outgoing letters in the Jackson Papers, despite the fact 
that a very careful search was made of papers bearing 
different possible combinations of dates.

Sincerely yours,

A C  OJLO OCUi U O U X O A
Manuscripts Division

Mr. Rob Phansteel 
1303 E. 5th Street 
Tucson, Arizona
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THE LIBRARY OF CONGRESS

WASHINGTON 25. D. C.

R e f e r e n c e  D e p a r t m e n t

D iv is io n  o f  M a n u s c r ip t s  March 17* 1950

Dear Mr. Phansteelt
Upon receipt of your letter of March 5 we instituted a further 

search for the Andrew Jackson letter, cited by Bassett in his edition of 
Jackson9s writings as dated February 9 [12], 1343* A thorough search of 
the Andrew Jackson Donelson Papers was made without success. These were 
bound some years prior to the date at which Bassett prepared his text* 
and are supposed to be in chronological order. We checked all letters 
for February 1343> 1344j and 1645* and those for July of the same years 
on the slight chance that the abbreviated date "Fehy.” might have been 
misread as July. We also checked without success two volumes of undated 
items at the end, and a collection of Donelson Papers donated by Emily Tennessee Donelson.

A date written February 9 [12] in a printed volume usually means 
that the writer had dated his letter February 9* but from internal evi
dence, or other historical knowledge the editor had decided that the writer 
was in error and should have dated the letter February 12. This type of 
editorial revision is often very necessary in letters dated January* when 
writers lapse into dating them the previous year to the actual year of 
writing, but other dating mistakes are not uncommon.

Our previous search of the Jackson Papers, both by catalog and by examination of the papers, did not result in our locating this item.
We also checked the few Aaron V. Brown letters in the Library in search of 
further clues. It may be that Bassett may have made an error in citing 
the Donelson Papers at the Library of Congress for this letter.

There were numerous branches of the Donelson family at the time 
Bassett was preparing his work, and he had access to Jackson papers in 
their custody. Some of these papers were unluckily destroyed in a fire 
about that time, and still others were presented to the Library. It may 
be that the letter in which you are interested was one then owned by the 
Donelson family* and subsequently burned.

We regret that we have been unable to locate the letter, but be
lieve we have exhausted every possibility for further search. My letter 
of February 10* 1950* to you is returned herewith.

Enel.
Mr. Rob Phansteel 
1303 E. 5th Street 
Tucson, Arizona

V-W W   — W A

Arthur E. Young 
Assistant Chief 
Manuscripts Division
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APPENDIX II

SECTIONAL VOTE ON THE JOINT RESOLUTION OF ANNEXATION

.. SENATE HOUSE
STATE YEA NAY YEA. NAY NOT VOTING

Maine 1 1 5 2 Q
New Hampshire 2 Q 3. *1 0
Vermont 0 2 1 3 0
Massachusettes 0 2 2 a 0
Connecticut 1 21 4 0 0

NORTH Rhode Island 0 2 | 0 2 0
New York 2 0 ! 22 *11 1
New Jersey 0 2 3 li I
Pennsylvania 2 0 10 12 0
Ohio 2 0 i 10 10 1
Indiana 1 I i 7 2 1
Illinois 2 0 5 21 0
Michigan 0 . 2 3 0 0

13- 13" 76 33- 4
Delaware 0 2 0 1 0
Maryland 002 0 0 6 0
Virginia 0 2 9 4 2
North Carolina 1 1 5 ■ 4 0
South Carolina 2 0 6 0 1

SOUTH Georgia 1 1 6 1 1
Alabama 2 0 0 0

i Mississippi **2 0 4 0 0
Louisiana 1 4 0 0
Kentucky 0 2 : 5 4 1
Tennessee 0 2 6 4 1
Missouri 2 0 4 0 21 !

. Arkansas 2 ! 0 0 _0_
15 11 1 57 24 7

TOTALS -f-27, + 25 133 77 + + H -
Legend::

* One a Democrat •sh:- one a Whig,
Otherwise vote in each house was strictly 

a party vote.
+- Actual vote in Senate was 27 “yeas* and 25 

"nays.* Niles' figures,-however, add 
up to 28 and 24 respectively*

-H*Niles' figures on number not voting total;. 13.


